This video was made as part of Google's International Women's Day celebrations. It was filmed in Lagos in Nigeria and we learn about the dreams and ambitions of a group of young women.

Do the preparation task first. Then watch the video and do the exercise. Remember you can read the transcript at any time.

**Preparation**

Match the vocabulary with the correct definition and write a–h next to the numbers 1–8.

1. an artist
2. a chef
3. a dancer
4. a doctor
5. a fashion designer
6. a lawyer
7. a poet
8. a singer

   a. someone who practises or studies law
   b. someone who designs clothes
   c. someone who draws, paints or makes sculptures
   d. someone who writes poems
   e. someone who sings
   f. someone who dances
   g. someone who is trained to treat sick or injured people
   h. someone who cooks

**1. Check your understanding: multiple selection**

Circle the six jobs that appear in the video.

- teacher
- doctor
- singer
- dentist
- dancer
- lawyer
- fashion designer
- builder
- chef
- chef
- builder

**Discussion**

What do you want to be in the future?